
Class outline for The SCA After Gastric Bypass 
AKA: big eyes… little bellies 
 
Description: This class explores challenges faced after bariatric surgery, including care 
and feeding of fighters, how to stay hydrated and feast dietary considerations. 
 
Introduction:  10 minutes 
Who am I?  
My name is Lady Alesone Gray.  I am not a physician, nurse, or registered dietitian. 
What I am is a seamstress, cook and rapier fighter, who happens to be gastric bypass 
patient 2 years out and 170lbs down. The last 15 months in the SCA has been a huge 
learning experience for me.  Not only have I had to learn a new “culture” but I’ve had to 
adapt my lifestyle towards the game I play within society.   
 
This time last year, I was enjoying my first Pennsic. I was ready for the heat, humidity 
and ever changing weather conditions. On the day of opening ceremonies, I was with 
the cannon crew on the top of the hill making sure people didn’t cross the line. I had 
prepared for every possible thing that people warned me could happen… I wasn’t 
prepared for was nearly blacking out on the gun line (after ceremonies) due to low blood 
pressure, lack of food, and a serious case of sun sickness. I’m sure I came off as cranky, 
whinny and wanting to get out of the heat, when actually I was just trying to keep people 
from know just how sun sick I had become. After cleaning the cannons, I got out of the 
sun, drank some Gatorade, had a snack and did some serious thinking about going to 
Chirugon’s point for IV fluids.  
 
This was my “wake-up” call that things were different now that I had a bypass… and I 
had to change my way of thinking. Forgetting to eat and not telling people to help me 
look out for me, were out of the question.  Needless to say, the next time I was on the 
line I was hydrated and had plenty of snacks with me. 
 
This class is a lot of “well it depends on the person”…  But there are many common 
threads that will reach a wide variety of folks. 
 
Who are you? 
I expect there are going to be different people in the audience with different life 
experiences 
 
What is your motivation for taking this class? 
Are you a bypass person? Are you someone who is with a bypass person?  Are you 
cooking for this special group? 
 
Details: 40 minutes 
Common concerns: 
Every post-op program is different, every persons needs are different. But most people 
who have had a bypass will tell you the 3 most important things they need to remember 
every day.  1. Take supplements 2. drink fluids and 3. getting protein in quantities of 80-
120 grams per day.  These things can be very problematic for the gbp in the SCA.   
 
Another common concern is susceptibility to heat stroke. The benefit of the surgery is it 
lowers all of your blood levels to “normal” range. However, sometime the effect is so go, 
people who have normal blood pressure prior to surgery, end up with levels that are on 



the low side of normal.  Essentially their internal thermostat gets broken.  Many people 
also have a problem with fluid intake, and may loose water faster than they can replace 
it. 
 
Care and feeding of fighters- Hydration is an important element for fighters.  However 
this becomes a much more difficult task  when you are dealing with a  pouch the size of 
an egg.  
 
[illustration how much water a “normal” fighter consumes at one time during a battle vs 
how much water a “bypass” can consume at one time] 
 
Water may not be sufficient enough for the gbp. As they loose salts to sweat, the bodies 
mechanism for replacing these isn’t enough by drinking fluid alone.  A bypass, changes 
how the body absorbs nutrients.  Each individual person is different and gbp fighter may 
need to work with their physician to increase supplements of sodium, potassium, 
chloride and calcium.  Some fighters do ok with just drinking an electrolyte drink.  Some 
fighters like myself need to increase supplement intake as well as having the 
electrolytes. 
 
Some fighters “pre-hydrate”  where they start the hydration process several hours prior 
to even stepping on the battle field. 
 
Common sense 101 

Be your own advocate- Telling people that you have had a gbp is a individual 
decision that all post-op people have to decide for themselves. Sometimes folks 
don’t want to be reminded of what their life was like pre surgery.  Personally, I am 
a big proponent of letting the people who know and love me in on the “secret”. It 
means that I have a bunch of other eyes watching out for me.  They help me 
remember when I am doing too much and ask if I’ve had snacks.     
 
If you choose not to tell anyone, get a bracelet, keep a card on you at all times.  
Mine bracelet is attached to my fencing bag, and doesn’t come off… ever.  I also 
have a card in my wallet.  This is important for emergency workers incase there 
ever is a serious problem, they know to look for “the pouch”. 
 
All of my friends know the 8 rules for keeping Alesone happy. 
1. If I look peckish- ask if I need electrolytes (Gatorade or pickles, I will have 

both) 
2. If I need to stop- let me. Do not give me a hard time. 
3. Try not to ply me with alcohol, it goes right to my head almost immediately. 

One glass of wine and  I feel like for hours, two glasses of wine, and I can’t 
feel my face. 

4. Try not to over feed me. Stomach as big as your thumb.  
5. If I seem over cranky or irrational, ask me when the last time I've had 

something to eat. 
6. If I seem completely not my self, ask if I've had any B-12/potassium recently. 
7. You cannot go wrong giving me pure animal proteins. I need a lot of it. 
8. do not feed me things high in sugar.  I will be doubled over in 15 minutes or 

less. 
 



Know your triggers-  you know what will set  you off, what will make you sick or 
dump. I cannot eat yellow cheeses, things high in fat and sugar, or eggs. I know 
if I eat these, they will make me miserable for hours.  Map out emergency exits, 
bathrooms, chirurgons, couches, etc at events, incase one of your triggers gets 
set off. 
 
Feast considerations-  this is  also a big responsibility of yours.  Many places 
know what to do for an allergy. But the bypass is a new one for most people. If 
there are things you cannot eat, let them know. I have a hard time with a lot the 
middle-eastern foods as they then to be high in legumes, apples, yogurts, which I 
have a hard time digesting, low in solid animal proteins.  I have to say I’m a big 
fan of chicken/lamb/beef on a stick. 100% pure protein in a convenient carrying 
form.   
 
GBP are not suppose to drink and eat at the same time. The liquid fills up the 
pouch too fast, leaving not enough room for nutrition. On hot days, getting food 
and liquid becomes problematic. For one feast I asked if one of the fruits could 
be watermelon and if pickles could be served.  Both are moist foods with an 
extremely high water content.  Grapes  would have also been a good choice for 
this purpose.  The pickles provided moisture and electrolytes. The cook was able 
to accommodate me and everyone enjoyed the watermelon and pickles on that 
hot June day. 
 
Which leads to the question “what about soups”… Soups tend to be mostly liquid 
with food bits.  This falls under the drinking while eating.  Unless you can stick a 
fork in it and have it stand on its own, it is a mixed food. 
 
If you are at a feast that cannot accommodate you for what ever reason, bring 
snacks/food with you. I have brought my own little lunch bag for the what if there 
isn’t anything I can eat, because there have been times where there isn’t much I 
could eat.  
 
When to know to get help- If you have to ask this question… then it is already 
time.  Know your system and trust your instincts. 

 
Conclusion and questions: 10 minutes 
 
 


